Point and ring defects in nematics under capillary confinement.
The textures exhibited by nematic liquid crystals confined to cylindrical capillaries under homeotropic anchoring have been studied for nearly thirty years. One of the reasons behind this maintained interest is that the processing of many high-performance fibers including carbon fibers and spider silks involves these textures. Three of these textures, the planar radial with line defect, the planar polar with two line defects (PPLD), and the escape radial (ER), are relatively well understood. A third one, the escape radial with point defects presents, however, some unresolved issues and recent studies have questioned the real nature and dimensionality of the defects involved in this texture. It seems that the defects are not in the form of points but rather in the form of closed lines or rings. This paper presents a detailed study on the connection between point and ring defects in a cylindrical cavity using three-dimensional simulations based on the continuum Landau-de Gennes theory. The results show that true point defects cannot exist in cylindrical cavities and that the merging of two ringlike defects may lead to two qualitatively different stable textures, namely, the ER and PPLD textures. The various results are in qualitative agreement with recent molecular dynamic studies and with theoretical predictions based on experimental observations. The predictions provide new insights on the structural connections between synthetic and biological superfibers.